
Kaleidoscope 2020 – Foundation Stage Planning 
 
Dear all parents and carers, 
 
 
Over the next two weeks, the home learning timetable will look very different. That is because it is time for Thoresby’s annual Kaleidoscope celebrations. 
To explain for those families who are new to Thoresby this year, Kaleidoscope is a two-week project that aims to challenge prejudice and stereotypes 
and help the children understand what it means to be a good global citizen. In Foundation Stage we will be focusing on the final part. When school is 
open as normal, we would be enjoying two weeks of art and ethics with many special guests visiting to help teach the children. On the final day of a 
normal Kaleidoscope, all the parents and community are invited to join the entire school on the pitch for an exciting Grand Finale filled with singing 
and dancing. This year, Kaleidoscope will look rather different, but it is our ambition to help make it just as enthusiastic and thought provoking as ever. 
 
The themes for Kaleidoscope this year is Liberty and Freedom, and in Foundation Stage our learning will centre on our responsibility to the natural 
world. We will be exploring the concepts of conservation, pollution and recycling to help the children learn that other creatures deserve to live freely in 
their own, clean habitats. By the end of the two weeks, the aim is for all the children to understand their role in making a cleaner and safer planet for all 
living things. 
 
The plans for the next two weeks will not look like the Monday to Friday grid we have been uploading in recent weeks. Instead, every day will have a 
dedicated page of four activities or discussions for your family to engage with. You are free to do these four activities in any order you wish, for as long 
as you wish and to decide when they best fit in your busy days. Keep your eyes peeled for more resources and videos on Tapestry to enhance this 
planning. For the Grand Finale, we will be uploading clips of the all the children’s learning to Twitter on Friday 22nd May. To make this possible, we 
will be asking for some recordings and photos by this coming Friday (11th May). We will then end the Finale with a Zoom party! 
 
Looking forward to seeing all your amazing learning on Tapestry. 
 
 
 
Stay safe and well, 
 
 
Sue Blanchard, Lucy Parkinson, Rachael Barnett and Peter Randles. 

 



Monday 11th May – Is this the world we created?  

 

Story Time – Greta and the Giants 
Listen to Mrs Barnett 
reading the story on 
Tapestry. 
 

• Who are the Giants? 
 

• What did they do? 
 

• How does Greta stop 
them? 

Animals and their Habitats 
A habitat is the fancy name for an animal’s home. 
Think about your favourite animal. Can you research 
where that animal lives.  

Talk Time – What is the problem? 
 
Think about the story of 
Greta and the Giants. 
 
What happened to the animal’s 
homes in the story? 
 
What is happening to the home 

of your favourite animal? 

Sing along – Recycle what you use 
 

We recycle what we use, 
Separate things and you should too. 

Carboard, paper, plastic, tin 
Go in the recycling bin. 

Start recycling, you can’t wait. 
Save the world before it’s too late. 

 

To the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star 
 
 

What do you think recycling means? 

Why can 
some animals 

not live 
happily in 

their homes? 

Mr Randles’ favourite 
animal is a polar bear. 

Polar bears live on the 
ice in the Arctic. 



Tuesday 12th May – Where do animals belong?  

 

Talk Time – Where do animals belong? 
Look at these pictures and videos of 
animals exploring the places they do not 
normally go. 

• Where are all the people? 
 

• Why can the animals now 
walk on the roads? 
 

• Why do the animals 
normally stay away from the 
cities? 

Animals and their Habitats 
Can you remember what the word habitat means? Look at the 
animal pictures here. Use the San Diego Zoo Kids website to 
research what habitat they live in. 

https://kids.sandiegozoo.org/animals  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What will happen to the animals if humans change or damage 
their habitats? 
 
Imagine if there was a world where there were no more polar 
bears or monkeys because we humans had destroyed their 
homes. 

Meet Rosie 
This is Miss Brown’s cousin 
called Rosie. 
 
Rosie’s job is to help turtles get 
safely to their habitat. 
 
Watch the video of Rosie on 
Tapestry and learn about why 
the turtles need help. 
 
Reply to the memo with any questions you want to ask Rosie 
about helping the turtles. 

African Penguin Orangutan Snow Leopard 

Gorilla Rhinoceros Panda 

CLICK HERE 

https://kids.sandiegozoo.org/animals
https://www.countryliving.com/uk/news/g32066174/animals-deserted-towns-cities-lockdown/


Wednesday 13th May – Where do animals belong?  

 

Introducing Greta Thunberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Find out 5 facts about Greta. 

Think about this… 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

How does this make you feel? 

 
Greta helps us to remember that even though we might be 
small in size, when we all join together. We can make our 

message loud and clear for everyone to hear. 
Can you try chanting with someone in your house? 

 
 

 
Greta’s message to the world is to look after the amazing planet that we have, 

make changes and help save the animals. 
If you were going to give a message to people about our planet, what would it 

be? 
With help from a grown up, can draw and write about the changes people 

should make? 

 
Walk, 

don’t 

drive! 

 

Make 

changes What do we want? 
Cleaner air! 

When do we want it? 
NOW! 

Save 
the 

planet

! 



Thursday 14th May – Where do animals belong?  

 

Story Time – Somebody Swallowed Stanley 
    Listen to Mrs Blanchard reading the story on Tapestry 
 

• Who is Stanley? 
 

• Where is he? 
 

• How can we help? 

Animals and their Habitats 
A habitat is the fancy name for an animal’s home. Find out 
about which animals live in the Oceans. Make a list of the 
animals you might see.  
  

 
These are my favourite. What are they? 

Creation Station 
Using recycled materials, make the sea creature that they 
thought, Stanley was. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What things can you use? 

Sing along – I can sing a rainbow 
 

Red and yellow and pink and green 
Orange and purple and blue 

I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow too 
Listen with your eyes, listen with your ears and sing 

everything you see. 
I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow, sing along with me. 

 
Red and yellow and pink and green……….. 



Friday 15th May 2020 – How can we help? 
 

Story Time – 10 Things I can do to help my 
world 

 

Listen to Mrs Barnett reading 
the story on Tapestry 

 
• Which of these things do 

you do already? 
 

• Are they any you want to 
get better at?  

Craft Time  
Make placards to teach people what they can do to 
help save the planet that we can display around the 
school. Can you put them in your window to share 

with your Community?  
 

Please upload a photo to 
Tapestry today so we 
can use it for our Grand 
Finale video! 

Talk Time – What is the problem? 
 
Think about the story you 
have listened to today.  

 
Do you recycle?  
 
How do we recycle?  
 
How can you be an Eco 
Warrior?  

Sing along – We recycle 
 

We recycle! We recycle! 
Yes we do! Yes we do! 

Care about our planet! Care about our planet! 
You should too! You should too!  

 
To the tune of Frere Jacques  

 

What can you 
do at home to 

help save 
your world?  


